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Editor’s Page 

Amituofo all, 
  
Once again it is that time for me as a editor to contribute to the 
Newsletter, but I am at a loss as to what to share here that could 
be of some benefit; but Celine told me just talk about my family 
and my life, well... Here goes!  My family are all well and happy; 
our great granddaughter, who is now 6 months old, was 
christened recently. So we had a lovely family get together and 
Olivia was the perfect baby! (but I would say that, wouldn't I?). 
  
We have been most fortunate this year, to have had various 
family members coming to Perth and staying with us; thus we 
are becoming quite proficient at showcasing our part of the state. 
Actually we have seen places we did not know about!... but it 
has been wonderful to share our neck of the woods with others. 
  
We are coming to the end of winter here and I have noticed, on 
my daily prowl in our garden, that signs of spring are becoming 
apparent.  I find nature amazing; animals and plants don't need 
the calendars and weather reports we depend on, they are far 
more intuitive than we are, and perhaps that is the lesson, to 
become more aware of our environment and what is really 
important.  I love spring, the awakening of my garden in 
particular.  I love sitting quietly; listening to the sounds of new 
life; watching mother birds feeding their chicks in the nests that 
we have watched them build; tiny buds, swelling and bursting 
open, displaying their beautiful flowers and bees buzzing their 
appreciation.  I hope you are all able to share in the wonder of 
this season in your respective gardens. 
  
I would like to share with you an email I was sent which I think is 
quite beautiful and hopefully It is appropriate. 
  

The Train 
  
Life is like a journey on a train with all it's stations.....with 
changes of routes....and with accidents! 
  
At birth we board the train and meet our parents.  We believe 
they will always travel by our side, however at some station our 
parents will step down from the train, leaving us to continue our 
journey without them. 
  
As time goes by, other people will board the train and they will 
be significant, our siblings, friends, children and maybe the love 
of our life!  Many will step down and leave a permanent vacuum, 
others will leave so unnoticed that we do not realize that they 
have vacated their seats. 
  
This train will be full of joy, sorrow, fantasy, expectations, hellos, 
goodbyes and farewells.  Success consists of having a good 
relationship with all the passengers.....requiring that we give the 
best of ourselves. 
  
The mystery to everyone is:   
We do not know which station we ourselves will step down on, 
so we must strive to live in the best way....love, forgive and offer 
the best of who we are.  It's important to do this because when 
the time comes for us to step down and leave our seat 
empty....we should leave good memories for those who will 
continue to travel the train of life. 
  
I wish you all a joyful journey on the train, reap success and give 
lots of love. More importantly thank your God for the ticket!  
Last but not least, thank you for being a passenger on my train! 
  
Lyn Davies. 
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              Dharma Talk: Everything We Do Matters.  

 

VENGEANCE: Part 3 
 
We read in the sutras how, one year, a conflict arose between 
two monks. It was a relatively small event that triggered the 
animosity but it gradually split them and their fellow monks into 
two main groups. A smaller third group watched what was 
happening but did not take sides. Members of each main group 
were convinced that they were right and that the other group 
was wrong. As the situation worsened, the two groups even 
began to practice separately. 
 
Growing increasingly concerned with the group conflict, some of 
the monks who did not take sides went to the Buddha and told 
him what was happening. He spoke to both groups and 
encouraged them to resume practicing harmoniously, to not be 
attached to their own viewpoints, and to try to understand those 
of others. But the situation continued to deteriorate. The Buddha 
was again asked to please try to reconcile the two opposing 
groups of monks. He went to the monastery and for a second 
time spoke of the need for peace and unity within the Buddhist 
community. One monk stood up and requested the Buddha to 
please return to his meditation, saying that they would resolve 
the situation themselves. 
 
Once more, the Buddha asked the monks to stop fighting and to 

return to harmony.  The same monk repeated what he had said 

and, in so doing, rejected the Buddha’s guidance. 

The Buddha then told the monks about a series of events that 
took place long ago. King Brahmadata ruled a large kingdom 
and commanded a strong army. King Dighiti, who ruled a 

smaller kingdom, heard that Brahmadata was about to invade 
his kingdom. Knowing he could never defeat Brahmadata’s 
army and that many of his soldiers would lose their lives in a 
futile battle, King Dighiti felt it would be best if he and his queen 
fled. So they went into hiding in another city.  
 
A short time later, the queen gave birth to Prince Dighavu. When 
the prince was older, King Dighiti began to fear what would 
happen if King Brahmadata found all three of them. As a 
result, arrangements were made for the prince to live elsewhere. 
One day, the king and queen were recognized, captured, and 
taken to be executed.  
 
By chance, Prince Dighavu was on his way to see his parents, 
whom he had not seen in a long time. He was about to rush to 
them when his father cried out, “Don’t, my dear Dighavu, be far-
sighted. Don’t be near-sighted. For vengeance is not settled 
through vengeance. Vengeance is settled through non-
vengeance.” 
 
The King repeated his warning two more times, adding that he 
was not deranged, and said that those with heart would 
understand what he meant. None of the villagers knew who 
Dighavu was or what the king was talking about. Heeding his 
father’s warning, Dighavu managed to restrain himself. He 
watched his parents being executed and dismembered.  
 
That night he bought wine and gave it to the guards, who soon 
became drunk. He then made a pyre, gathered his parent’s 
remains, placed them on the pyre, and set fire to it. After paying 
his final respects to his parents, he went into the forest to mourn 
their death. A while later, after coming out of hiding, Dighavu 
managed to obtain a job as an apprentice at an elephant stable 
next to the palace.  
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One day, when King Brahmadata heard Dighavu singing and 
playing the lute, he was moved by the sound and arranged for 
Dighavu to work in his palace. Serving the king and always 
acting to please him, Dighavu gradually won the king’s trust. 
One day, while King Brahma data was out hunting, Dighavu, 
who was driving the king’s chariot, deliberately drove the chariot 
away from the rest of the hunting party. Not long after, the king 
said he wished to take a nap and soon went to sleep, using 
Dighavu’s lap for a pillow.  
 
Dighavu’s moment of revenge had come. He took out his sword, 
but suddenly his father’s words came back to him and he put the 
sword away. A second time, he drew and then sheathed his 
sword. After Dighavu drew his sword for the third time, his 
father’s words—simple and gentle—hit home. They touched 
Dighavu’s heart that was full of hatred and consumed by a 
desire for vengeance. His heart knew the truth of his father’s 
words and understood their import. Heeding his father's words, 
Dighavu awakened at last to the compassion and wisdom 
extant in that selfsame heart. He was able to put not only his 
sword down but his hatred and his desire for vengeance as well. 
 
Suddenly, the king awoke in great alarm. He told Dighavu that 
he dreamed that Prince Dighavu was about to kill him! 
Istinctively, Dighavu drew his sword yet again and announced 
that he was Prince Dighavu. The king immediately begged 
Dighavu not to kill him. With his compassion and wisdom over- 
coming his hatred and desire for vengeance, Dighavu was able 
to put away his sword. Then, in turn, he begged for the king’s 
forgiveness. The king and the prince spared each other’s life, 
and each vowed never to harm the other. They then returned to 
the castle.  
 
Back at the palace, the king asked his ministers what they would 
do if they could find Prince Dighavu.   

After hearing their brutal descriptions of what they would do, the 
king told them what had just transpired. He then turned to 
Dighavu and asked the meaning of his father’s last words. 
 
Dighavu explained that do not be far-sighted meant one should 
not hold on to a wish for retaliation. Do not be near-sighted 
meant one should not readily break one’s friendship with another. 
Additionally, vengeance is not settled through vengeance. 
Vengeance is settled through non-vengeance enabled Dighavu 
to realize that if he sought revenge for the deaths of his parents 
by killing the king, the king’s supporters would retaliate by killing 
him. Then Dighavu’s supporters would in turn kill the king’s 
supporters. This is why vengeance never ends through 
vengeance. In sparing each other’s lives, both the king and the 
prince ended vengeance by letting go of it. 
 
Dighavu’s father’s words to Dighavu to not be far-sighted meant 
not to hold on to the wish for vengeance. In the previous talk, we 
learned how the Buddha had told the monastics on several 
occasions that they should always train themselves as follows: 
 
“Our minds will be unaffected and we will say no evil words. We 
will remain sympathetic to that person's welfare, with a mind of 
good will, and with no inner hate. We will keep pervading him 
with an awareness imbued with good will and, beginning with 
him, we will keep pervading the all-encompassing world with an 
awareness imbued with good will—abundant, expansive, 
immeasurable, free from hostility, free from ill will.” 
 
If we give in to anger, our mind will be shaken and be moved 
from its naturally clear, tranquil state. If we hold on to our wish 
for vengeance, we will harbor evil words as well as a mind of 
hatred and bitterness. Then this mind will have no room for 
empathy or good will.  
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If anyone had a right to feel hatred and fear, surely it was King 
Dighiti. Yet, when confronted with a truly terrifying situation, his 
overriding thought was to protect his son. He did not cry out for 
his son to save him and his queen, or for Dighavu to save his 
own life by fleeing, but instead spoke to his son’s heart and told 
him not to come forward. He then warned Dighavu not to hold on 
to resentment, not to readily destroy a friendship, and not to 
seek revenge. 
 
The king had the presence of mind to know in an instant just the 
precise words that would strike the right chord in the heart of his 
son, even when he had not seen him for some years. Imagine 
the level of restraint required to be able to speak wisely out of 
love and empathy instead of anger and terror. Imagine, with 
eminent danger all around, how focused the mind had to be. 
Imagine the dignity it took to remain calm.  
 
How many of us today have even a fraction of such restraint and 
dignity? How much do we practice restraint in our daily lives? 
And how often? How dignified are we in our demeanor and 
behavior? Picture in your mind an image of the Buddha—an 
awakened being. What qualities does this image bring to mind? 
Restraint and dignity. Patience and compassion. Contentment 
and great ease. These are the qualities we need to uncover 
within ourselves if we are to, like him, awaken. 
 
But our lives today are so frantic. We have so much to do. We 
rush from one task to another. With so much to do, we must be 
important people! It is so easy to be seduced by current ideas of 
what a successful person is. We have seriously strayed from our 
inner virtues. We practice little restraint. We exhibit little dignity. 
We are hurting ourselves. And even worse, we are causing 
great harm to our children. We are setting them on a path that 
will lead them even farther away from their innate goodness and 
virtues. 

Instead of passing on our bad habits of self-indulgence and 
instant gratification to our children, we need to teach them what 
is important in life — how to become truly contented and caring 
people.  
 
Contented, caring people have no room for craving or 
hatred in their hearts. Such people have no room for thoughts of 
retaliation in their minds. Such people are worthy of the respect 
and trust of others. Such people are at ease with life. And when 
sad or even terrible things happen, they are not overcome by 
fear or sorrow. They are able to control their fear and transform 
it into love. They know the futility of doing otherwise; they know 
the great harm they can do to those they love more than life 
itself. Contented and caring people are able to consider not what 
they themselves want but what others need. Placing those 
needs above personal desires, such virtuous people are able to 
think and react with restraint and dignity. They are able to give 
wisely to others what will truly benefit others. 
 
In the account of Dighavu, his father, the king, gave his son two 
wonderful gifts: insight and life itself. Through his words and his 
actions, with dignity and restraint, he was able to send his son a 
powerful message that enabled him to overcome the desire for 
revenge. The king taught Dighavu that one should not hold on to 
but should, instead, let go of anger and bitterness. 
 
Fortunately, most of us do not face such horrific moments. Yes, 
we have arguments with family members and friends, and we 
often find ourselves having to interact with people we do not like. 
But as disagreeable as these occurrences are, they are certainly 
not life threatening. And yet when we encounter frustrating or 
trying situations, how many of us are able to remain calm or to 
respond from wisdom? 
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How many of us would, instead, complain to all who would listen 
or grumble to ourselves? How often have our minds been 
shaken from their clear, tranquil states? How often do we use 
evil words that are harsh or false? How often do we hold on to 
our anger privately and then nurture that anger with our 
thoughts? 
 
As Dighavu’s father said, do not hold on to the wish for revenge. 
We can choose to wrap ourselves in our resentment and 
bitterness and, in so doing, reject peace and happiness—the 
results of this type of reaction can be viewed daily on the 
evening news. Or, we can choose to broaden the scope of our 
compassion and wish for an end to the suffering of all beings.  
We can choose to create peace within ourselves, and in this way 
bring peace to others.  
 
Next, in the account the Buddha related, the king told his son to 
not be near-sighted, which meant to not readily break a 
friendship. The about-to-be-executed king wanted his son to 
understand the value of friendship and trust. To befriend others, 
we need to have trust in people and be trustworthy ourselves. 
Realizing that Dighavu was about to kill him, King Brahmadata 
knelt down and begged Dighavu to spare his life. We could say 
that since Dighavu was about to kill the king, this was not an 
act of trust but one of fear and desperation. 
 
But then Dighavu remembered his father’s advice for him to not 
readily break a friendship. Suddenly aware of the meaning of 
these words, Dighavu put away his sword. Then, he asked for 
the king’s forgiveness. This was an act of great trust on his part. 
He compounded this trust by returning to the king’s palace, 
thereby putting his own life at even greater risk. This time the 
king returned the prince’s trust by telling his ministers what had 
happened and handing back the conquered kingdom to Dighavu.  
 

To further deepen the bond between them, he gave Dighavu his 
daughter in marriage. In our trust, we need to be sincere. It was 
the prince’s sincerity that so moved the king.  
 
Too often, when we do something, we do so with hesitation and 
doubt. This doubt may well prevent us from doing what we know 
to be right. Or our motives for doing something may well be 
selfish. Dighavu’s were not. He wanted to honor his father’s 
words and not carry hatred and bitterness in his heart. His wish 
to do so was so strong that he was willing to sacrifice his own 
life to let go of hatred and vengeance. This was not easy for him 
to do. He struggled with himself, pulling out his sword three 
times to kill the sleeping king. 
 
But in his heart, he knew the truth of his father’s words, and in 
the end, he was able to lay aside his wish for revenge. So often, 
we act out of self-interest, unwilling even to sacrifice our pride, 
much less our lives. In our struggle with our conscience, we also 
have doubts and, like Dighavu, we also hesitate. Thoughts that 
we are right and that we know what will make us happy and 
bring us what we desire keep bubbling up from inside us.  
 
Unlike Dighavu, in really important matters, we repeatedly fall 
short of acting on what we sense to be right. We do so not 
because we are bad people. We do so because we are careless 
and because we have gotten into the habit of giving ourselves 
excuses to not do what is right. We tell ourselves we deserve to 
feel the way we do. So, with hesitation and doubt, we may not 
do what we know we should. And even if we do what we know to 
be right, the hesitation is still there. Moreover, this hesitation will 
be apparent to others around us. 
 
But if we can completely overcome the negative, selfish 
inclination and wholeheartedly do what we know to be right, our 
sincerity will shine through. If we are sincere—truly sincere—we 
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will touch others. And if we trust others with such palpable 
sincerity that they are able to feel it, then we ourselves will be 
deemed trustworthy and honorable. Dighavu’s father’s last 
words to him were that vengeance was not settled through 
vengeance but through non-vengeance. Seeking revenge never 
ends hatred but, instead, causes it to grow.  
 
Dighavu explained that if he had sought revenge by killing the 
king, the king’s supporters would in turn seek revenge by killing 
him. Then his own supporters would retaliate by the killing those 
of the king. And on and on and on this cycle of killing would 
continue. If, however, the prince and the king spared each 
other’s lives, the hatred would end then and there. And so 
when that happened, then and there the hatred died out. 
 
Hatred is a fire that if left unchecked will consume all those it 
touches. Adding fuel to a fire only increases it. Not supplying the 
fuel will cause the fire to burn itself out. If we keep fueling the fire 
of anger and hatred with thoughts of self-justification and self-
benefit, of bitterness and resentment, we will never let go of our 
anger. Eventually, it will consume and destroy us all, for those 
who are surrounded by fire will inevitably be burned. 
 
Dighavu’s father had enabled his love and concern for his son to 
overcome any anger or hatred he might have felt for King 
Brahmadata or his soldiers. Dighavu, too, was able to let go of 
his hatred for a conqueror who had ordered the murder and dis- 
memberment of Dighavu’s parents while he looked on helplessly.  
 
We, on the other hand, have great difficulty letting go of anger 
caused by those who keep us from doing what we wish to do, 
who inconvenience us, or who simply annoy us. We hold on to 
the slights of others and dream of showing them how clever we 
are at retaliating. 
 

“Don’t, my dear Dighavu, be far-sighted. Don’t be near-sighted. 
For vengeance is not settled through vengeance. Vengeance is 
settled through non-vengeance.” Do not wish for revenge. Be 
trustworthy, and do not readily break a friendship. End hatred 
and find peace by letting go of pain and bitterness. 
 
These few words spoken by Dighavu’s father, despite their 
simplicity and gentleness, succeeded in touching a heart that 
had been overcome with sorrow and consumed with hatred, 
causing it to let go of the desire for vengeance and thereby 
awakening the compassion and wisdom extant in that selfsame 
heart. This very wisdom and compassion was precisely what 
Dighavu awakened to. 
 
As the Buddha said, we should train ourselves so that our minds 
remain unaffected by pleasant or adverse conditions and our 
speech is always benevolent. Our minds should be without 
hatred as we pervade the universe with goodwill that is 
abundant, unreserved, and endless. 
 
 
 

Taken from the book: Everything we do matters (Part 3) 

~ Venerable Wuling ~ 
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Sayings of Venerable Wuling 

                                                                                                   

“Do not seek the measure of your true worth  

in the eyes of others. 

Seek it within yourself”. 

 

“Forgiveness does not mean  

that we do not care or  

that the other person is pardoned.  

It means  

we have let go  

of the desire for retaliation”. 

 

"No wandering thoughts does not mean not thinking. 

We think of the task that needs to be done; 

but when completed we do not dwell on it, do not linger on 

failures or successes”. 

 

“Peace is not the absence of war, it is  

a virtue,  

a state of mind,  

a disposition for love, 

honesty and trustworthiness”. 

                                                                                                

"Just as fault lines weaken a stone, self-doubt weakens the will”. 

“Chaos is prison.  

Order, which frees the mind for the thoughts we choose  

is freedom. 

When hoarded, happiness withers, dies. 

When shared, it blooms and soars going from heart to heart”. 

 

“No attachment does not mean we are detached                                 

It does not mean we neither care nor try 

Not having attachment is having free ourselves of lingering 

thoughts, of expectations of self”. 

 

“Be Master of your mind; not mastered by your mind”. 

 

“Learning is like going upstream in a boat; 

If we do not go forward, we go backward. 

It is the same with cultivation 

If we do not progress, we regress”. 

                                                                 

www.facebook.com/venerablewuling                                            

         ͠    ͠ 
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Personal Anecdotes 

 

 

A BIRD’S EYE VIEW OF THE PAST AND PRESENT: 

 

I believe my whole life I have lived accordingly to how I have 

perceived life to be and in my own particular way, I have lived 

positively as I possibly could. I have always believed that when 

the mind and the body works together as one, then anything is 

possible. Looking back into my past, I doubt I would have done 

any better and so I don’t think I have any regret or the wish to do 

things in any way differently to what I have lived or done. 

 

I have lived and loved long and hard. At ninety nine years of 

age, I am still capable of giving and sharing and interacting well 

not only with my immediate family but friends and the public as 

well. As I have often told Celine many times in the past: “When 

my mind and my body work together I can do anything” and 

“Miracles, I can do but the impossible just take a little bit longer.” 

 

‘The only penalty of living to almost a century is that you lose all 

the people and loved ones that you have grown up with, your 

siblings and good friends you made along life’s tenacious 

journey.  All my immediate family back home in England and 

good friends were long gone; and if not for my good fortune of 

having Celine and both my daughters and especially our one 

and only grand-daughter in my present life things would have 

been quite meaningless and I probably may not have lived this 

long. 

 

I have many blessings in my life which includes longevity and 

still having a sound clear mind, but my greatest blessing is 

having Celine, Michele, Charmaine and Madeleine Star in my 

life and for that I am grateful.  

 

~ Charles Richardson ~ 

August 2014 

 
 

“When my mind and my body work together I can do anything.” 

 
“Miracles, I can do but the impossible just take a little bit longer.” 

 

   ͠    ͠                                                       
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   Winds of Change 

 

Parable 098:   Mind-Power (blacksmith’s daughter) 

 

“Young and widowed, a French physican travelled to the 
countryside to allay his sorrow. One day, when he was staying 
at a blacksmith’s house, hew as touched by the beauty of his 
host’s daughter. He told her about his widowhood and, seeking 
her hand in marriage, botained the consent of her parents. 

 

However, before the wedding could take place, he began to co-
habit with her. Shortly thereafter, he left for the city. Seeing his 
daughter, pregnant and growing heavier and heavier by the day; 
with the culprit no more in sight than the winds of a redbird in 
flight, the blacksmith reflected on the fact that he was too poor 
and isolated to sue successfully. 

 

He therefore tried to relieve his anger and frustration by striking 
his hammer against its iron stand each evening while shouting 
the name of the physician, wishing to blow his head apart. 

 

Unbeknownst to him, in the faraway city, each evening at five 
o’clock, the physician would grab his head and scream in pain. 
He tried every known remedy without success. Some time 
afterward, a friend of the doctore, on a visit to the countryside, 
happened to pass the blacksmith’s shope one evening and 
overheard the striking hammer and then swearing. 

 

He went in to inquire and having understood the whole story, 
deduced the cause of his frined’s predicament. Upon returning 
ot the city, he urged the physician to make amends by marrying 
the blacksmith’s daughter. 

 

As might be expected, after the wedding, the physician’s strange 
symptoms disappeared.” 

 

Thus, we can see the unseen powere of the mind. If we realize 
the significance of the above story and sincerely vow to recite 
Amitabha buddha’s name, why worry about failing to get a 
response?”   Master Tan: 107 

 

Parable 097:   MIND-ONLY (Kumarajiva and the Urn) 

 

“When Kumarajiva was seven years old, his mother took him to 

a temple to worship the Buddha. Jumarajiva picked up a large 

bronze incesnse urn and effortlessly lifted it over his head. 

 

Then he thought, ‘Hey, I’m just a child. How can I lift this heavy 

urn?’ With this one thought, the urn crashed to the ground. 

 

From this he realized the meaning of the doctrine, ‘Everything is 

made from the mind alone,’ and he and his mother left the 

home-life.” 

 

‘Thus have I Heard’ – Buddhist Parables and Stories                          

              ͠    ͠ 
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Readers’ Enquiries or Comments 

                     
Hi Celine, 
 
A couple of things you should know. Without sounding dramatic 
there are some forms you should get that are important; while 
Charles is still able to sign. 
 
no1.  Health directive: You are supposed to have these now 
when someone is very sick in hospital, It has in it if you don’t 
want to go on life support etc. This is so you have the say; 
otherwise they will just please themselves how a person is 
treated. 
 
no 2.  Power of attorney:  For when he cannot get money out as 
I know he depends on going to the bank. If Charles does pass 
over this will save you a lot of problems. I had these things when 
we found that Gail had the cancer. 
 
no 3.  Will: If Charles does not have a will made, you need to 
get him to make one out; or if he dies intestate, Probate will sell 
EVERYTHING up and take a percentage. You need to ask him 
about this. 
 
 I hope I haven’t upset you about this but I know how important 
these things are. While you are worrying about him you would 
not even give them a thought. I think the health Directive you 
may get @ the docs. With the will kit post office; maybe power of 
attorney could be the court house. Carmel gave me copies for 
me to have for my family if anything happened to me. This of 
course is entirely up to you.  
 
I lay there thinking about it last night. Love to All Me xxxxxx                                                                                                                   
Francene   15.08.14 

Hi Celine,  
 
Just confirming that I will be coming for the September retreat, I 
have book my flights :)  Tam & Imelda will be coming as well. 
Also a newcomer, Belinda (my niece) will also join us. Do you 
need the forms now, or can we just bring the forms with us to the 
retreat? 
 
Amituofo 
  
Tien  07/24/14 
 
 
 Hello, 
 
My name is Antonin, I`m 20, I am passionate about spirituality, 
buddhism, meditation and I would like to do a meditation retreat. 
I would like to join your retreat center, experience meditation and 
follow the teaching. Unfortunately I don`t really have money left 
and so can`t donate, but i am ready to work as a volunteer in the 
center to get accommodation and meal. Can we get a deal ? 
I really want to understand and experience the Buddha teaching. 
 
10.08.14 

I'm just beginning to learn about the path. I have been lost 
spiritually for a long time. I feel so connected to Buddhism, that I 
feel it has very deep meaning for me! My husband pointed out 
your site to me. I have downloaded a book to read to learn more. 
Thank you for providing these ebooks.  

Tammy  23/08/14     ͠    ͠ 
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Dearest Charles, 

I wish you many happy returns of the year. My life has been 
made the more richer for knowing you.  
 
I have enjoyed our chats over the years. Your open sharing of 
your life has meant so much to me. Your days have been many 
and much have you seen. The world has changed in many ways; 
some not all good, some not all bad. And so inspiring to me that 
you have been a part of many wonderful things in my life and 
the lives of others - for this I thank you Charles. 

All my love, 
Pearl  
2014-09-25                                                                                                          
   ***************** 
 
If we don’t let the inner light shine forth, guiding us the way                 

How would we be able to find our way home, safely to stay? 

 

No one is truly alone 
for behind one's mind is often 
that guiding force of goodness 
Just be 'Still' and 'Listen'.   
 

To become a beacon of light and goodness 

we must first strive to develop a positive mind 

and work towards letting go of things that bind 

which will help us feel the peace & placid-ness 

 

 

 

SEPTEMBER  RETREAT  19
TH

 – 21
ST

  2014 
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      Messages and Announcements                                                        
 

Below is the revised schedule Sunday Meditative Session: 

9.00 AM - 9.20 AM:  Sutra Recitation 

9.20 AM – 9.40 AM:  Nien-Fo (Walking Meditation) 

9.40 AM – 10.00 AM: Sitting Meditation 

10.00 AM – 10.50 AM: Amituojing  

10.50 AM – 11.00 AM: Closing (‘Going Home’ Handbook) 

Next Retreat:  14th – 17th Novemeber 2014       

 

~ If we don’t let the inner light shine forth, guiding us the way 

How would we be able to find our way home, safely to stay?  ~ 

Wishing everyone Light, Love & Peace. Amituofo,  Jusme celine     

         ͠    ͠ 

 

 

Editorial Staff: 

 
Editors 

 Celine Richardson 
Lyn Davies 

 
 
 
Web Links: wwabrc.org.au  
www.abuddhistpersective.org  

www.abrc.org.au 

http://abrc-newspress.org 

www.abuddhistperspective.org 

www.howwillibehavetoday.org  

http://www.purelandcollege.org.au 

 
 

http://facebook.com/Claireceline 

www.facebook.com/venerablewuling   
 
 
 

Disclaimer: All articles in the ABRC newsletter are selected and compiled by 
our editorial staff with utmost care. The ABRC takes no responsibility for 
errors, comments or opinions sent in by contributors. Opinions or comments 
expressed by contributors do not necessarily reflect the views of the ABRC. 
Thank you.   

 

    ͠    ͠ 

 


